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PSI Career Center – Training. Career. Happiness.

Dear all
I am happy to send you this month’s career mail with a slightly new structure.
The career mail starts with a “Focus on…” a summary shedding some light onto a career related topic.
Today the focus lays on the 10 skills needed in future professional life. Conclusion: PSI PhD/Postdocs
are very well prepared for (professional) challenges to come.
Then, there are listed some next PSI career events and a selection of Career Fairy live streams, which
offer easy-going insights into companies.
Not to forget the most helpful trainings and workshops at PSI Education Center. It is so close and offers
a broad variety. Just check it out!
Finally, to conclude, there is a (not conclusive) list of open positions in academia and in industry. If you
hear of any of those positions, feel free to drop me an email to have it added to the next career mail.

Enjoy reading and stay healthy,
Yvonne

Focus on…
Top 10 skills of tomorrow
At the Jobs Reset Summit, organized by the World Economic Forum (WEF)
earlier this year, the following 10 skills have been rated as the top of the list
by 2025 regarding future employment:
1) Analytical thinking and innovation
2) Active learning and learning strategies
3) Complex problem solving

4) Critical thinking and analysis
5) Creativity, originality and initiative
6) Leadership and social influence
7) Technology use, monitoring and control
8) Technology design and programming
9) Resilience, stress tolerance and flexibility
10) Reasoning, problem-solving and ideation
The WEF report concluded that 50% of employees would need to reskill and
train those skills specifically to be able to be an ongoing part of the
workforce.
Reading this list, I have the impression PSI PhD/Postdocs are quite well
prepared as many of the 10 listed skills generally are trained while working
at PSI. Nevertheless, do not get too lazy! There are still a few, which might
need some additional training.
Have a look at the entire article here.

PSI Career Events – learning, networking, fun…
PSI Career Events in 2021 are still in the planning…
… as soon as there are some news, I’ll share them with you. Promised!

Career Fairy Live Streams – get to know companies
There are plenty of interesting career fairy live streams going on!
• Expedia – Nov 12 – 12:15 CET – Data Scientist
• SIX Group – Nov 12 – 17:15 CET – Head Cyber Defense
• Roche – Nov 12 – 18:00 CET – Digital/Life Science Careers at Roche
• KPMG – Nov 16 – 09:30 CET – Meet our strategy team
• Lonza – Nov 17 – 17:30 CET – Head Drug Product Manufacturing
• EY – Nov 17 – 19:15 CET – Block chain at EY
• Bain – Nov 18 – 12:15 CET – A day in the life of a consultant
• EY – Nov 18 – 19:15 CET – Energy & Resources at EY
• UBS – Nov 23 – 12:15 CET – a PhD in Mathematics and now at UBS
• Oracle – Nov 24 – 11:30 CET – Cloud Engineer
• Leica – Nov 24 – 17 :15 CET – PhD in Physics and now at Hexagon/Leica
Do not forget to register for as many live streams as you are interested in and
secure your spot – you even get a reminder to make sure you will not miss the live
stream!
In addition, check out the website regularly to stay updated.

PSI Education Center – training, webinars, workshops
PSI Education Center offers some online courses to consider ongoing Corona
restrictions and to respect the safety and security of course participants.
Check the list of all courses here.
One of the courses focuses on PhD/Postdocs:
Staying mentally healthy – a look inside
December 14 & 16 (half a day each)
More information here

Call from academia

PSI & ETH Zurich - Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) of Experimental
Quantum Technology – Apply by January 10, 2021
ETH Zurich – Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) of Inorganic Chemistry –
Apply by December 15, 2020
ETH Zurich - Professor or Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) of CyberPhysical and Embedded Systems – Apply by December 31, 2020
University Basel - Professorin / einen Professor für Biochemie – Apply by
December 09, 2020

•
•
•
•

Industry is looking for…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hilti – Buchs – Cybersecurity Architect
Facebook – Zurich – Research Scientist, Virtual Humans
Pwc – Zurich – Consultant/Senior Consultant Financial Risk
Tecan – Männedorf – Associate Scientist
Celonic – Basel – Project Manager
Hamilton – Bonaduz – Physiker/Naturwissenschafter
Biognosys – Schlieren – Scientist R&D Automation

PSI Career Mail
The PSI Career Mail addresses mainly PhD and Postdocs. It shares news about job
opportunities (academia and industry), career & networking events, ideas
regarding your career development and others.
The PSI Career Mailing is sent out about once a month or upon need.
To unsubscribe from this list, please click on this email.
Subscriptions can also be terminated by logging in to Sympa, clicking on

"subscription" or "Abbestellen" on the left hand side and following the respective
instructions.
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